
 

ABOUT ME 
I am a passionate front-end engineer with 10+ years of experience in web software engineering. I specialize in 
Vue.js, React.js, TailwindCSS, SCSS, Pixi.js and NodeJS. I’m not afraid of hard tasks and I like building projects 
from scratch to their full realization, developing new features for existing apps. 

It is really important for me to actively communicate with my team, making decisions that allow building an 
awesome product. 

SKILLS 
Javascript es6+, Vue.js v2/v3, React.js v17/18, Redux, Vuex/Pinia, Nuxt.js, NodeJS, php v5/v7, mysql, PIXI.js v5/
v6, Webpack, Vite, Typescript, HTML, CSS, SASS, SCSS, TailwindCSS, Ant Design 

EXPERIENCE 
SENIOR JAVASCRIPT ENGINEER, 1GAMEHUB — 01/2021 -  PRESENT 

Technologies: Javascript, Vue.JS, PIXI.js, React.js, Nuxt.js, TypeScript, TailwindCSS, NodeJS, Webpack, jQuery, 
Ant Design 
- Transformed application into a micro service architecture; segregated application logic into core and theme 
elements, boosting operational efficiency by 45%. 
- Established automated CI/CD pipelines for application deployment to staging and production. Saving few 
hours per week of manual uploading. 
- Developed a custom API solution that increased fault tolerance, leading to a 50% improvement in page load 
speed compared to the previous system. 
- Created 5 games on the PIXI.js engine. 

SENIOR FULL STACK DEVELOPER, YAROS — 12/2018 -  02/2021 
Technologies: Vue.JS, PHP, VueX, React.js, Redux, jQuery, Composer, Propel 
- Led the development of the frontend for the local market-specific product, refining site listings for goods, 
services, chat feature, import/export functionality. 
- Development of qr code payment software for establishments. 
Integration and synchronization of branches, dishes, photos, opening hours and other information of cafes and 
restaurants via 1C accounting. 
- Development website for ordering and delivering food from restaurants. Backend and Frontend. 
- Architected a SEO optimization system in the admin panel for SEO team, which greatly increased the speed of 
changing SEO settings 

SENIOR FULL STACK DEVELOPER, SMARTJOBBOARD — 06/2013 -  12/2018 
Technologies: Javascript, PHP, jQuery, Mysql, mobile development (iOS, Android), Bootstrap, Smarty 
- Developed a uniform pagination solution across diverse admin panel lists, leveraging a single interface for 
streamlined integration, enhancing user experience and reducing development complexities across the 
platform. 
- Implements payment methods. Stripe, PayPal, SagePay, etc. 
- Developed a cutting-edge interview and video call scheduling system using WebRTC technology for 
employers and job seekers. 
- Implemented search and display of the list of listings on Google maps 
- Enhanced website performance for a client with an extensive database of listings over one million. Integrated 
Sphinx to optimize search functionality. 
- Prepared and published applications for customers in the Apple Store and Google Play. 
- Created web parsing of job listings from different sites 

konstantinsavusia@gmail.com              github.com/savconstantine

KO N S TA N T I N  S AV U S I A Senior Frontend Engineer 
10+ years experience
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EDUCATION 
FACULTY OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AND INTERNET, 

KYRGYZ NATIONAL UNIVERSITY — MASTER’S DEGREE 
Management in IT 

FACULTY OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY AND INTERNET, 

KYRGYZ NATIONAL UNIVERSITY — BACHELOR’S DEGREE 
E-Business 

T-SHAPE 
As a hobby, I am a photo/video author on shutterstock (shutterstock.com/g/savconstantine).  
And I needed software to pull out the main keywords from the description of my photo or video to add them to 
the keywords field of the photo or video. 
This increases the chance of higher search results in search engines. 
I haven’t found anything like this and created it myself.  
Link: savconstantine.github.io/get-keywords-from-desc 
Github: github.com/savconstantine/get-keywords-from-desc 
Stack: Vue3, Pinia, TailwindCSS 

REFERENCE 
Rodion Telpizov 
Founder and CEO, SmartJobBoard 
Email: rodion@smartjobboard.com 
Link to the reference details: konstantinsavusia.com/references/SJB-Konstantin-reference.pdf 
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